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In geriatric psychiatry, informant reports are often important due to cognitive problems and related impaired insight and judgment. Informant questionnaires to identify personality traits among older adults are sparse. The Dutch informant personality questionnaire (the HAP) is especially developed to address this need. The objective of this study is the psychometric evaluation of the HAP among older adults in the Netherlands and Belgium. We investigated the internal consistency, gender differences, the test–retest and inter-rater reliability, the factorial structure, and the concurrent validity. Informants completed the HAP ratings of nursing home residents (n = 385) and elderly psychiatric patients (n = 204). The internal consistency of the scales is good. Medium gender differences on three scales were found in the population Psychiatry. The inter-rater and test–retest reliability are good to excellent. There are significant similarities between a number of HAP scales and dimensions of the Big Five. The congruence between the factor structures in both samples is very high. We labeled the three factors externalizing/antagonistic, internalizing/neurotic, and compulsive. The HAP meets the need for validated and reliable informant instruments for personality assessment among older adults in geriatric psychiatry. The content scales of the questionnaire address traits of the premorbid personality. Therefore, the HAP might be useful for personality assessment and selecting treatment options in mental healthcare and can be applied in scientific research in the area of personality aspects in late life.
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Personality assessment among older adults (over 65s) is a relatively new area of interest (van Alphen, Derksen, Sadavoy, & Rosowsky, 2012 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0038​)38. van Alphen, SPJ, Sadavoy, J, Derksen, JJL and Rosowsky, E. 2012. Editorial: Features and challenges of personality disorders in late life. Aging and Mental Health, 16: 805–810. 
[Taylor & Francis Online] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0038&dbid=20&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.667781" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0038&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=22417221" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0038&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000307440200001" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). In mental healthcare, personality assessment is important for selecting treatment options and to help generate intervention strategies with the older patient, family, and caregivers (Segal, Coolidge, & Rosowsky, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0033​)33. Segal, DL, Coolidge, FL and Rosowsky, DE. 2006. Personality disorders and older adults: Diagnosis, assessment, and treatment, Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​); van Alphen, Engelen, Kuin, & Derksen, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0037​)37. van Alphen, SPJ, Engelen, GJJA, Kuin, Y and Derksen, JJL. 2006. The relevance of a geriatric sub-classification of personality disorders in the DSM-V. International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry, 21: 205–209. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0037&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1002%2Fgps.1451" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0037&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=16506161" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0037&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000236745000001" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). However, only a limited number of validated instruments for personality assessment of older adults are available (Oltmanns & Balsis, 2011 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0029​)29. Oltmanns, TF and Balsis, S. 2011. Personality disorders in later life: Measurement, course, and impact of disorders. Annual Review of Clinical Psychology, 7: 321–349. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1146%2Fannurev-clinpsy-090310-120435" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=21219195" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000290238600013" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). Personality questionnaires are generally tailored to the social–cultural circumstances, the physical condition, the environment, and lifestyle of younger adults up to the age of approximately 40 years (Mroczek, Hurt, & Berman, 1999 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0028​)28. Mroczek, DK, Hurt, SW and Berman, WH. 1999. “Conceptual and methodological issues in the assessment of personality disorders in older adults”. In Personality disorders in older adults: Emerging issues in diagnosis and treatment, Edited by: Rosowsky, E, Abrams, RC and Zweig, RA. 135–150. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). The development of suitable norms is hampered because from a bio-psycho-social perspective older people constitute a highly heterogeneous population (Schindler, Staudinger, & Nesselroade, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0032​)32. Schindler, I, Staudinger, UM and Nesselroade, JR. 2006. Development and structural dynamics of personal life investment in old age. Psychology and aging, 21: 737–753. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0032&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2F0882-7974.21.4.737" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0032&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=17201494" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0032&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000242876800008" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). As one grows older, the risk increases to be confronted with restrictions, such as retirement, cognitive disorders, and chronic illnesses, which interfere with day-to-day functioning. These typical difficulties, especially of the oldest-old, may be methodologically addressed by the construction of questionnaires based on age-neutral items that take these different contexts and challenges into account (Oltmanns & Balsis, 2011 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0029​)29. Oltmanns, TF and Balsis, S. 2011. Personality disorders in later life: Measurement, course, and impact of disorders. Annual Review of Clinical Psychology, 7: 321–349. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1146%2Fannurev-clinpsy-090310-120435" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=21219195" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000290238600013" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). In that case, norm tables need only be based on cohort effects. Moreover, most instruments for personality assessment are based on self-report (Leising, Erbs, & Fritz, 2010 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0023​)23. Leising, D, Erbs, J and Fritz, U. 2010. The letter of recommendation effect in informant ratings of personality. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 98: 668–682. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0023&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2Fa0018771" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0023&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=20307137" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0023&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000276321600011" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). In geriatric psychiatry, informant reports are important and generally indispensable when the patient has cognitive problems and related impaired insight and judgment capacity (American Psychological Association, 2004 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0003​)3. American Psychological Association. 2004. Guidelines for psychological practice with older adults. American Psychologist, 59: 246
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0003&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2F0003-066X.59.4.236" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). However, informant questionnaires to identify personality traits among older adults are sparse. Only instruments, based on the Big Five traits (neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness), such as the Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO PI-R; McCrae & Costa, 2010 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0025​)25. McCrae, RR and Costa, PT Jr. 2010. NEO inventories: Professional manual, Lutz, FL: Psychological Assessment Resources. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) have been validated for use with informants and standardized for older people (Archer et al., 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0004​)4. Archer, N, Brown, RG, Boothby, H, Foy, C, Nicholas, H and Lovestone, S. 2006. The NEO-FFI is a reliable measure of premorbid personality in patients with probable Alzheimer's disease. International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry, 21: 477–484. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0004&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1002%2Fgps.1499" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0004&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=16676294" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0004&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000237821000009" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​) ). Although the Big Five trait model and associated measures were not specifically developed for personality assessment of a patient population (Harknes & McNulty, 1994 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0018​)18. Harkness, AR and McNulty, JL. 1994. “The personality Psychopathology Five (PSY-5): Issue from the pages of a diagnostic manual instead of a dictionary”. In Differentiating normal and abnormal personality, Edited by: Strack, S and Lorr, M. 291–315. New York: Springer. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) recent literature shows that the NEO-PI-R can be used to screen for personality pathology in older adults (Van den Broeck, Rossi, De Clercq, Dierckx, & Bastiaansen, 2012 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0039​)39. Van den Broeck, J, Rossi, G, De Clercq, B, Dierckx, E and Bastiaansen, L. 2012. Validation of the FFM PD count technique for screening personality pathology in later middle-aged and older adults. Aging and Mental Health, DOI: 10.1080/13607863.2012.717258
[PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0039&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=22913535" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). Also, the age-neutrality of the NEO-PI-R items has been empirically validated (Van den Broeck, Rossi, Dierckx, & De Clerq, 2012 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0040​)40. Van den Broeck, J, Rossi, G, Dierckx, E and De Clercq, B. 2012. Age-neutrality of the NEO-PI-R: Potential differential item functioning in older versus younger adults. Journal of Psychopathology and Behavioral Assessment, 34: 361–369. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0040&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1007%2Fs10862-012-9287-4" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0040&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000307997200007" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) and a short form specifically aimed for older adults has been developed (Mooi et al., 2011 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0027​)27. Mooi, B, Comijs, HC, De Fruyt, F, De Ritter, D, Hoekstra, HA and Beekman, ATF. 2011. A NEO-PI-R short form for older adults. International Journal of Methods in Psychiatric Research, 20: 135–144. 
[PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0027&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=21812064" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0027&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000294919500003" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)), making this also a promising approach.
This study stemmed specifically from the clinical practitioners need in the Dutch nursing home setting for a tool using informant information to assess traits associated with DSM pathology in the assessment of personality of older adults. The Dutch informant questionnaire (the HAP; Barendse & Thissen, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0006​)6. Barendse, HPJ and Thissen, AJC. 2006. Hetero-Anamnestische Persoonlijkheidsvragenlijst (de HAP): Handleiding. [Informant personality questionnaire (the HAP): Manual], Den Bosch, , the Netherlands: Barendse & Thissen. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) is especially developed to address this need. Moreover, it covers the premorbid personality traits. The idea was that the current personality traits of the patient can be influenced by cognitive impairment, somatic disorders, and severe Axis-I disorders (Oltmanns & Balsis, 2011 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0029​)29. Oltmanns, TF and Balsis, S. 2011. Personality disorders in later life: Measurement, course, and impact of disorders. Annual Review of Clinical Psychology, 7: 321–349. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1146%2Fannurev-clinpsy-090310-120435" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=21219195" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0029&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000290238600013" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​); Widiger, 2011 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0042​)42. Widiger, TA. 2011. Personality and psychopathology. World Psychiatry, 10: 103–106. 
[PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0042&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=21633679" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0042&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000291782800006" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). It is of clinical relevance to differentiate between Axis-I disorders, such as dementia, and specific personality traits in order to indicate optimal clinical services in mental healthcare. Severe Axis-I disorders can bias personality traits, either based on self-report or informant information. The HAP is a tool to prevent this bias by focusing on premorbid personality traits. The HAP is specifically based on age-neutral items and reports by informants (Barendse & Thissen, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0006​)6. Barendse, HPJ and Thissen, AJC. 2006. Hetero-Anamnestische Persoonlijkheidsvragenlijst (de HAP): Handleiding. [Informant personality questionnaire (the HAP): Manual], Den Bosch, , the Netherlands: Barendse & Thissen. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). This study addresses the internal consistency, gender differences, the test–retest and inter-rater reliability, the construct validity and the concurrent validity of the HAP in nursing home, and elderly psychiatric patient populations.
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Item and scale development
Scale construction was a phased project (Barendse & Thissen, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0006​)6. Barendse, HPJ and Thissen, AJC. 2006. Hetero-Anamnestische Persoonlijkheidsvragenlijst (de HAP): Handleiding. [Informant personality questionnaire (the HAP): Manual], Den Bosch, , the Netherlands: Barendse & Thissen. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). The item development phase started in the first years of the 1990s. Criteria based on observable behavior of the DSM personality disorder criteria of that time (American Psychiatric Association, 1987 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0002​)2. American Psychiatric Association. 1987. Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (revisited DSM-III-R), Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Association. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) were ‘reduced’ to normal behavior. The guiding principle was the syndromal continuity hypothesis (Millon & Everly, 1985 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0026​)26. Millon, T and Everly, GS. 1985. Personality and its disorders: A biosocial learning approach, New York: Wiley Interscience. 

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)), which assumes that all psychological abnormalities are quantitative deviations from the average of a distribution of traits. This approach was expected to create scales of clinically relevant behavior problems. Following a critical assessment by a panel of experienced clinicians, possible age effects were not considered in the formulation (Barendse and Thissen in preparation). To emphasize that the questionnaire concerns premorbid behavior, that is behavior present before the current psychiatric disorder (e.g., dementia or depression), the items were put in the past tense. Because of the informant report, the items were formulated in the third person singular. To identify somatization in populations with relatively many physical disorders items for the scale somatizing behavior were added. Further development took place by the analysis of multiple consecutive data collections with the provisional questionnaire. First items with non-significant (p > 0.05) inter-rater correlations were omitted. Eventually, new items were formulated. Preliminary scales were made up on the base of maximum likelihood factor analysis. Then scales were tested and rearranged to fit the demands of the Rasch model: unidimensionality and local statistic independency (whereby so called ‘item-easiness’ was prevented). This resulted in 10 scales with 4–9 distinctive items. In using informant reports there is a risk of confounding of the results by feelings of sympathy and antipathy toward the assessed person (Kenny, 1991 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0020​)20. Kenny, DA. 1991. A general model of consensus and accuracy in interpersonal perception. Psychological Review, 98: 155–163. 
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View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). Therefore, items were formulated to assess the positive and negative response tendencies of the informant.
Participants
During the period from 2003 to 2010, across the Netherlands and Belgium, some 50 institutions of geriatric psychiatry took part in the study. The total population (n = 589) consisted of Dutch-speaking persons ranging from 45 to 102 years (M = 78.5). The sub-population Nursing home (n = 385) comprised 281 women and 104 men ranging from 45 to 102 years (M = 81.2). Part of the population Nursing home (21%) was included selectively following a request for personality assessment by the practitioner. No significant differences (p < 0.05) were found between the selected and non-selected population (t-test on the content scales). The sub-population Psychiatry (n = 204) consisted of elderly psychiatric patients (outpatient and short-stay clinical treatment) and comprised 135 women and 69 men ranging from 57 to 96 years (M = 73.8). The informants were Dutch-speaking, generally contact persons of the patient and usually a child or partner. Conditions for inclusion were that the patients agreed for the contact person to be approached and that the contact person had known the patient for a long time in a variety of circumstances (private, work, and leisure) and was able to read Dutch. A limited number of informants did not respond and incomplete filled in questionnaires were excluded, resulting in a 95% response rate.
Instruments
For cross-validation purposes, a personality questionnaire was needed which met the following criteria: responses of informants, identification of premorbid behavioral characteristics, phrasing in the third person singular, and items phrased in the past tense. In the Dutch-speaking regions only the Quick Big Five personality questionnaire (QBF; Vermulst & Gerris, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0041​)41. Vermulst, AA and Gerris, JRM. 2006. QBF. Quick big five persoonlijkheidsvragenlijst. Handleiding Quick Big Five Personality Questionnaire, Leeuwarden, , the Netherlands: LDC. 
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View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) list which describe the ‘Big Five’ personality dispositions (neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness). Responses by informants are provided on a seven-point scale. The psychometric quality of the QBF used for cross-validation has been graded as good by independent researchers (Vermulst & Gerris, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0041​)41. Vermulst, AA and Gerris, JRM. 2006. QBF. Quick big five persoonlijkheidsvragenlijst. Handleiding Quick Big Five Personality Questionnaire, Leeuwarden, , the Netherlands: LDC. 
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Statistical analyses
Statistical processing was done using SPSS Inc. (2009 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0035​)35. Inc, SPSS. (2009). PASW statistics for Windows (Version 18.0). Chicago, IL: Author

View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) and Effect Size Calculators (Becker, 2000 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0007​)7. Becker, LA. (2000). Effect size calculators. Retrieved from http://www.uccs.edu/~lbecker/ (​http:​/​​/​www.uccs.edu​/​~lbecker​/​" \t "_blank​)
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Internal consistency
The AIC value of the HAP scales varies from 0.23 to 0.53 (Table 1 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0001&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)). All correlations are significant at the level p < 0.001 and above the minimum required level of 0.15 (Clark & Watson, 1995 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0011​)11. Clark, LA and Watson, D. 1995. Constructing validity: Basic issues in objective scale development. Psychological Assessment, 7: 309–319. 
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 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0001&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)	Table 1.Scales, number of items per scale, internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha (Ca ) and AIC), inter-rater reliability (intraclass correlation and single measure), and test–retest reliability (Pearson correlation).

Gender differences
Gender differences on the scales of the HAP were assessed by t-tests for independent samples for both the Nursing home (281 women and 104 men) and Psychiatry (135 women and 69 men) population (Table 2 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0002&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)). In the population Nursing home there are no significant gender differences (p < 0.05). In the population Psychiatry women show more uncertain behavior and men show more disorderly behavior and self-satisfied behavior (p < 0.05). The effect size was calculated by Cohen's d. The differences between men and women are small to medium on these scales (0.25–0.6; Cohen, 1988 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0012​)12. Cohen, J. 1988. Statistical power analysis for the behavioral sciences, Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum. 
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 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0002&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)	Table 2.Mean, standard deviation (SD), and Cohen's d of males and females on the HAP scales in the populations ‘nursing home’ and ‘psychiatry’.

Inter-rater reliability
The correlations (Table 1 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0001&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)) between 0.63 and 0.85 are all significant (p < 0.001) and range from good to excellent (Cicchetti, 1994 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0010​)10. Cicchetti, DV. 1994. Guidelines, criteria, and rules of thumb for evaluating normed and standardized assessment instruments in psychology. Psychological Assessment, 6: 284–290. 
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Test–retest reliability
The retest was conducted after three months among 25 informants. The reliability with intraclass correlations between 0.60 and 0.98 (Table 1 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0001&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)) is all significant and ranges from good to excellent (Cicchetti, 1994 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0010​)10. Cicchetti, DV. 1994. Guidelines, criteria, and rules of thumb for evaluating normed and standardized assessment instruments in psychology. Psychological Assessment, 6: 284–290. 
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View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)).
Construct validity
Parallel analysis resulted for both sub-groups in three components (Table 2 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0002&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)). Based on varimax rotation (oblique rotation showed that there is no mutual correlation between the factors), the PCA components explain 67.9% of the variance for the sample Nursing home and 67.1 % of the variance for the sample Psychiatry (Table 3 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0003&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)). The coefficients of congruence with values of, respectively, 0.99, 0.96, and 0.98 for factors 1, 2, and 3 between congruent factors are considered very high (Sakamoto, Kijima, Tomoda, & Kambara, 1998 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0031​)31. Sakamoto, S, Kijima, N, Tomoda, A and Kambara, M. 1998. Factor structures of the Zung self-rating depression scale for undergraduates. Journal of Clinical Psychology, 54: 477–487. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0031&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1002%2F%28SICI%291097-4679%28199806%2954%3A4%3C477%3A%3AAID-JCLP9%3E3.0.CO%3B2-K" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0031&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=9623752" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0031&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000073697700009" \t "_blank​), [CSA] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0031&dbid=256&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=issn%3D0021-9762%26vol%3D54%26firstpage%3D477" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)) and indicate that the factor structure across the sub-groups is stable (Lorenzo-Seva & Ten Berge, 2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0024​)24. Lorenzo-Seva, U and Ten Berge, JMF. 2006. Tucker's congruence coefficient as a meaningful index of factor similarity. Methodology: European Journal of Research Methods and Social Science, 2: 57–64. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0024&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1027%2F1614-2241.2.2.57" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). The tables with the results of the PCA direct oblimin rotation and varimax rotation are available upon request from the first author. Factor I refers to externalizing/antagonistic with the behavior characteristics: dominant, hostile, impulsive, egocentric, and susceptible to negative judgment. Factor II refers to internalizing/neurotic with the behavior characteristics: anxious, uncertain, avoidant, reserved, rigid, and susceptible to negative judgment. Factor III refers to compulsive with the behavior characteristics: excessive controlling and perfectionist.
 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0003&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)	Table 3.Rotated component matrix for PCA with sample ‘nursing home’ (rotation converged in five iterations) and ‘psychiatry’ (rotation converged in four iterations).

Concurrent validity
Table 4 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0004&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​) gives an overview of the correlations between the scales of the QBF and the HAP in the samples Nursing home and Psychiatry. Strong relationships in the logical direction (r > 0.50) are found between: the two response tendencies and agreeableness (0.70 with POS and −0.74 with NEG), socially avoidant behavior and extraversion (−0.59), uncertain behavior and neuroticism (0.54), vulnerable in interpersonal relationships and neuroticism (0.58), disorderly behavior and conscientiousness (−0.83), and between antagonistic behavior and agreeableness (−0.53).
 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0004&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​)	Table 4.Pearson correlations of the QBF and the HAP scales and higher order factors of the total sample.

Table 5 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​action​/​showPopup?citid=citart1&id=T0005&doi=10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458​) gives an overview of the correlations between the scales of the QBF and the higher order factors of the HAP. Strong negative relations were found between agreeableness and Factor I externalizing/antagonism (−0.64) and between extraversion and Factor II internalizing/neurotic (−0.55). Strong positive relations exist between neuroticism and Factor II (0.66) and between conscientiousness and Factor III compulsive (0.79).
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The psychometric properties of the HAP are generally reasonable to excellent. Since some scales only have four items, AIC values were used to evaluate the scales’ reliability, and these values confirmed the internal consistency of the scales. Three gender differences were significant and two of a medium effect size. Females score higher on the scale uncertain behavior. This is according to earlier research findings: females were higher than males in anxiety (Feingold, 1994 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0016​)16. Feingold, A. 1994. Gender differences in personality: A meta-analysis. Psychological Bulletin, 116: 429–456. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2F0033-2909.116.3.429" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=7809307" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=A1994PR26200003" \t "_blank​), [CSA] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=256&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=issn%3D0033-2909%26vol%3D116%26firstpage%3D429" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). Males were higher on the scale self-satisfied behavior. This finding is also in line with the outcome of previous research: males were found to be more assertive and had higher self-esteem than females (Feingold, 1994 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0016​)16. Feingold, A. 1994. Gender differences in personality: A meta-analysis. Psychological Bulletin, 116: 429–456. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2F0033-2909.116.3.429" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=7809307" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=A1994PR26200003" \t "_blank​), [CSA] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0016&dbid=256&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=issn%3D0033-2909%26vol%3D116%26firstpage%3D429" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). However, the significant differences on the HAP are more limited and the effect sizes are smaller than typically found with self-report (Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0014​)14. Costa, PT, Terracciano, A and McCrae, RR. 2001. Gender differences in personality traits across cultures: Robust and surprising findings. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 81: 322–331. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0014&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2F0022-3514.81.2.322" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0014&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=11519935" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0014&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000170823800011" \t "_blank​), [CSA] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0014&dbid=256&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=issn%3D0022-3514%26vol%3D81%26firstpage%3D322" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). Gender differences in self-perception tend to increase gender differences on self-report (Beyer, 1998 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0008​)8. Beyer, S. 1998. Gender differences in self-perception and negative recall biases. Sex Roles, 38: 103–133. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0008&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1023%2FA%3A1018768729602" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0008&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000072643100007" \t "_blank​), [CSA] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0008&dbid=256&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=issn%3D0360-0025%26vol%3D38%26firstpage%3D103" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). Informant reporting controls for bias in the accuracy of self-perception resulting in lower gender differences. The inter-rater reliability and the test–retest reliability are good to excellent. The construct validity, as operationalized through factor analyses, shows the same factor structure in both populations. The three factors externalizing/antagonistic, internalizing/neurotic, and compulsive show parallels with three factors also found in maladaptive trait models (e.g., Krueger et al., 2011 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0022​)22. Krueger, RF, Eaton, NR, Clark, LA, Watson, D, Markon, KE, Derringer, JLivesley, WJ. 2011. Deriving an empirical structure of personality pathology for DSM-5. Journal of Personality Disorders, 25: 170–191. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0022&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1521%2Fpedi.2011.25.2.170" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0022&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=21466248" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0022&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000289041000003" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​); Widiger & Simonsen, 2005 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0043​)43. Widiger, TA and Simonsen, E. 2005. Alternative dimensional models of personality disorder: Finding a common ground. Journal of Personality Disorders, 19: 110–130. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0043&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1521%2Fpedi.19.2.110.62628" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0043&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=15899712" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0043&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000228808800002" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). The concurrent validity with the QBF confirms the intended scale content, showing logical correlations with the HAP scales, as well as the with the higher order factors.
The strengths of this study are the theoretical background, the meticulousness with which the items have been construed and, as far as the population of older adults is concerned, the large number of respondents. The HAP may generally be completed, orally or in written form, in 10 minutes using various informants such as children, partner, or friends of the patient. The results on the HAP may contribute to care needs assessment, tailoring treatment to the personality and the compilation of advice for informal care provided by family members, friends, and professional care. After a short training course, the scores can be easily interpreted by both psychologists and physicians working in geriatric psychiatry. The clinical utility and quick administration are important assets.
Some limitations of this study should also be mentioned. A first limitation is the use of a nursing home population as a general population to develop the norm group. The instruments’ intention is to capture personality features in order to assess the HAP in a general population as well as concerning psychogeriatric populations. However, the nursing home sample is possibly more hampered with personality problems than a general population of older adults and as such less representative for more adaptive strengths (Donati, Pocnet, Rossier, & Van Gunten, 2010 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0015​)15. Donati, A, Pocnet, C, Rossier, J and von Gunten, A. 2010. Personnalite et demence: Une nouvelle perspective [Personality and dementia: A new perspective]. Revue Medicale Suisse, 6: 759–761. 
[PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0015&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=20455510" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). The representativeness in different population samples of older adults therefore remains partly debatable and is a point that needs to be further addressed in follow-up study. A second limitation is the lack of research concerning the criterion validity with DSM personality disorders, although in contrast to the HAP, these criteria do not seem to be formulated in an age-neutral context (Balsis, Segal, & Donahue, 2009 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0005​)5. Balsis, S, Segal, DL and Donahue, C. 2009. Revising the personality disorder diagnostic criteria for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fifth Edition (DSM-V): Consider the later life context. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 79: 452–460. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0005&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2Fa0016508" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0005&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=20099936" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0005&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000207793100004" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). A third limitation is the focus on Dutch-speaking populations. To respond to the international interest in specific instruments for older adults and to be able to cross-validate the instrument in different cultures recently, an English version of the HAP became available. The next step is to stimulate research with the HAP in other countries. A fourth limitation is that the influence of characteristics of the informant, such as quality of the relation with the patient, has not been explored yet. The congruence of multiple ratings of the same person by spouse, children, and friends could be examined in future studies. Also further research regarding the congruence between self-ratings of older adults and informant ratings related to the HAP is recommended. From a clinical perspective, personality assessment with informant questionnaires is a priori incomplete, because it does not include the self-perception of the person examined. The validity of personality assessment can be maximized by a multi-methodological approach, using various diagnostic sources such as self-reporting, reporting by informants, and behavior observation (Achenbach, Krukowski, Dumenci, & Ivanova, 2005 (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "CIT0001​)1. Achenbach, TM, Krukowski, RA, Dumenci, L and Ivanova, MY. 2005. Assessment of adult psychopathology: meta-analyses and implications of cross-informant correlations. Psychological Bulletin, 131: 361–382. 
[CrossRef] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0001&dbid=16&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=10.1037%2F0033-2909.131.3.361" \t "_blank​), [PubMed] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0001&dbid=8&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=15869333" \t "_blank​), [Web of Science ®] (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​servlet​/​linkout?suffix=CIT0001&dbid=128&doi=10.1080%2F13607863.2012.756458&key=000228886100003" \t "_blank​)
View all references (​http:​/​​/​www.tandfonline.com​/​doi​/​full​/​10.1080​/​13607863.2012.756458" \l "inline_references​)). In conclusion, the HAP meets the need for validated and reliable instruments for personality assessment among older adults with the aid of informants. Besides, by using the control scales positive response tendency and negative response tendency possible confounding of the results by the response tendencies of the informants can be measured and corrected. Using age-neutral items, this structured use of informant reporting as a diagnostic source may also be interesting for use in other mental healthcare sectors. Finally, although the proposed DSM-5 revisions regarding personality disorders result in a heavy debate among theoreticians, researchers, and clinicians, the conceptual similarity between the factors of the HAP and traits and domains proposed for the future DSM-5 personality disorders provides an important topic for further research.
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